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Imagine if ...
• your phone tells you that there's no ice cream in the freezer so you should stop...
because it knows it's Friday, where you are, and that you're headed home to host a
birthday party.
• the firewall at work calls you to say that you have a data ex-filtration underway,
because it knows you don't do business with Russia...yet data is going there...and nobody
requests >100 repetitive copies of a 404’ing website.
• your database and transaction server give real-time fraud detection and user
authentication, because it can tell where people are, and understands that most people
don’t buy exactly $100.00 of gas on a credit card.
• the information leads server at the Bloomberg News Intelligence Desk sends you a tip
on an emerging story otherwise unreported because it can mechanize fact-pattern
identification and discovery of emerging/hidden events 10,000x faster than existing
methods.
• your sunglasses, which you wear due to your blindness, describe the world around you in
context-aware phrases, because it knows where you are, what you're doing, and
what you would care to know about.

What is the Center for Engineered
Natural Intelligence?
We discover and use biological and physiological principles of
the brain to develop mathematical models, algorithms, and
hardware that replicate the useful elements of neural
processing.
We leverage these algorithms and hardware to design
next-generation engineering of hybrid neurobiological-artificial
neural networks capable of achieving real-time, robust,
adaptive analytics and pattern recognition to situational and
context dependent inputs achieved with ultra low power and
minimal training.
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Engineered Natural Intelligence:
an exciting high-growth market

Source: McKinsey & Co.

CENI: Grand Challenges
Novel neural network architectures and approaches

Novel chip architectures

Advanced context-aware search and decision aids,
and near-realtime advisors
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Real-time threat ID and avoidance

Why aren’t we there now?
Size & Usability:
Artificial Neural Networks are
simply not portable, and remote
interface and significant data
inputs are required

Battery Life:
Need ultra-low-power
systems to maximize
operational service cycles

Utility:
Need to develop algorithms &
sensors that are useful

Our Mission:
Address these issues through innovative cross-disciplinary research
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What is the problem?
1) There is very little neural in artificial
neural networks

2) Existing algorithms and structures
are essentially 1950’s neuroscience
with 2016 computing power!

3) The ‘algorithms’ of the brain and how the
brain computes are VERY different than the
algorithms and structures of existing ANN’s,
and this is reflected in the properties and
functions that distinguish the two. The brain is
constrained by its physical structure and
dynamics, and its unique computational
properties emerge from this structure.

The Brain differs from ANN
• Learns by analogy and abstraction of concepts using minimal training sets
(e.g. approaching n = 1)
• Robustly adapts to different situations and contexts it may not have previously
encountered. AI systems cannot extrapolate beyond their training sets.
• Has tremendous computational power and is self contained (3 lbs of ‘stuff’)
• Accomplishes all this using insanely little power, about 20 W, barely enough
to power a dim light bulb. (In contrast, a robot with the same computational
power as the brain would require 10 MW.)

-vs-

How is the brain different?
The brain learns by analogy and abstraction of concepts using minimal training
sets
For example: These two images are
completely physically different, but a three
year old very quickly learns they represent
the same concept and thing. An ANN system
cannot accomplish this.

The brain robustly adapts to different situations and contexts it may not have
previously encountered. ANN systems cannot extrapolate beyond their training
sets.
The brain has tremendous computational power and is self contained (3 lbs of
‘wet-ware’)
The brain accomplishes all this using very little power, about 20 W, barely
enough to power a dim light bulb. A robot with the computational power of the
brain would require 10 MW.

Artificial neural networks vs.
biological neural networks in the brain
Existing artificial neural networks that underlie artificial intelligence are still
VERY limited in what they can do, and how they can do it!
There is very little neural in artificial neural networks.
Existing algorithms and structures are essentially 1950’s neuroscience with
2016 computing power!
Are not designed to benefit from or be improved by growing understanding of
neuroscience and the brain.
They are computationally expensive.
Consume huge amounts of power.
They require being on-line (to produce powerful results).
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CENI: An Agile Research Center
• CENI is an Agile Research Center
• We are responsive to your needs and vision
• We want to build a tight feedback loop between
industry and academic research towards solving
far-reaching problems in engineered Intelligence

• Overall goal: develop the next-generation of
context-aware advisors and biologically-inspired
intelligent algorithms

